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THE PRODIGAL 

You could think of him this way: 
Standing in the heat, the sunlight 
Shimmering from sky to rocks, rocks to sky-
He is looking back, he is leaving, 
Leaving to seek some wind 
That will chill him just a little. 

Months later he is chilled to the bone 
And forced to come back. 
Again he stands, looking down 
On the house of his father. 
From far away 
He hears the tinkle and bleat of goats 
And his mother's voice like warm milk. 
He dreams of his father's morning fire. 
Down the hill he goes 
Into the inferno 
Of open arms. 

--Connie Bostwick 



0 TEMPORAl 0 MORES! 

In the stiff lips under a white beard 
Two words are uttered, too deep to be heard 
0 temporal 0 mores! 
How a thin hand waves, 
falls into a warm hand 
then holds it like a knot 
firm and eternal. 
This world is cruel; 
unties all knots 
0 temporal 0 mores! 

A dry hand whereon purple veins crawl, 
trembling, raises a glass of beer 
searching for the soft, curly, dangling 
blond waves that used to be so near ..• 
Then, with a crash, the glass falls. 
6n the wooden table, 
the beer spills around. 
Let him alone ... 
Play on, play on, harmonicas. 
0 temporal 0 mores! 

His shrunk cranium remembers too well 
the silver lantern of the nights 
a slim silhouette in white tie and tails 
standing in the midst of coveting eyes. 
That fire in so many hearts! 
That addressee in so many love letters! 



Now snatches inside of a bread, 
leaves the crust. 
Only one more song is left to be sung 
Before the angles come and caress 
0 temporal 0 mores! 

Hastily his mind travels 
through the drowning noise of memories-
the fecund daffodils in a desert 
where only past and manners matter 
where only one song echoes in an empty glass 
0 temporal 0 mores! 

II 

--Nilyun Oztabay 



Traveller 

Almost there--
You sandpaper the dirty train window 
With your sleeve. 
Leaning houses try to scream, 
Someon·e is pulling their skin off. 

Faces are wristwatches. 
Strange hands look past you. 
Calling out the names of moving doorways, 
Trees glide sideways in a roll of film, 
And are gone. 

You've reached the place 
Where trains get off. 
A one-eyed man selling News 
Limps over his own voice. 
You turn to rock. 

--Melissa A. Runge 



In My Grandmother's House 

Blandness of boiled chicken 
Weak sweetness of tea sipped through a sugar cube 
I hear the even rise and fall of sentences 
In a language I do not know 
As I lie in the too-soft bed that 
Gathers me up with creaking compliance. 
In this house all is timeless 
Filled with a silence 
Pregnant with past laughter and tears 
That I cannot hear. 
To you though, they echo back. 
You stand, towering over the woman who rocked you 
And gently reach to hug her. 

--Ruth Mendel 



THE ENTERTAINER 

Stage door slamming shut 
I slipped around the curtain, a gentle wind, 
Gut-tar and mouth 
To answer the audience, 
The hald-empty first row which applauded uncertainly-
A sputtering flame 
Wanting fue 1. 

I satback damp, 
Questioned a change 
And tracked. 

My first song, 
A misplaced traditional, something worse than 
The blues, 
City-folk in their dark suits should have recognized, 
Ended sharp on an Emajor7 with a forgotten trill. 

The fire died, 
The fuel burned. 

--Christian F. Matthews III 



Sleeping, open doors 

I count the broken two by tuo 

this often tattered son pockets 

daily full of sleeping. 

This constant reaching out 

into the eye, viscera, cortex 

man only in the teeth, night and other 

gently dying anatomies. Feeble gender, 

most weak sadness of boots 

falls, thundering their thunder 

now 

in my years 

in my feathered speech strung 

with the tension of a kiss, death 

now 

in my dying 

with the armies of breath 

a song 

played softly on my certer 

on my center 

--Bar't'y N~lson 



waiting for some semblance of eve (or adam) 

magnificent boys 
ease through the tangle 
of the dance, 
grimaces of affected boredom chiselled 
in the cold pallor of their faces, 
like young Davids descended 
from their pedestals and moving 
amongst the rabble 

of girls 
with whom they exchange 
breezy glances for 
long earnest looks-
once lovers 
then burdens 
now nothing. 

no longer 
will their neatly pared nails tug 
at rose-flesh petals; 
no more 
will they yearn for the blood 
rivering just beneath perfumed skin. 



they will not 
raise their faces for warmth-
you have none to give--
you are what you are. 

yet. .. 
the dance draws them 
in. and though 
their eyes hold each other 
above the heat, above the tangle, 
their glances suggest, but lead 
nowhere. 
too many paths have proved unnavigabl_e. 
why now choose one narrower, 
drier? 

so they reatreat--
awaken beside female bodies 
and their own wrinkled souls. 

--Terry McGovern 





NOCTURNAL FANTASY ON THE CHICAGO RIVER 

passed Saks where the mannequins blahhed-out and chic 
blahhed the night, blahhed the day 
Salon Gucci; addictive, inane ... 
had to run. run, 
run! 
run to the river and glare at the water 
glare for the city 
-the water glares back. 
the glare turns to eels 
luminescence and shimmer 
eels rush and squirm 
a great glittering pack. 
take a drag on some cigarette-the eels shrink and scatter 
stare longer ... 
they are not eels. 
stare longer. 
nothing -save the windswept Chicago. 

--Mike McGinnis 



PRESENT & Yet away! 

Ah, there ... MOVING again 

IMPULSIVELY--------------------------INTENTIONALLY 

gaining momentum & forging ahead 

s 
ONLY ..• TO T AGAIN. 

0 
r p a ef e 

So c re & then IMPEDED from 

movements/ directions BY ANOTHER'S WILL , 

Existing only to distract attention from 

those/thoughts inside 

REFLECI'ING A DIFFERENT FUTURE! 

--Sharlyne B. Seabron 



BLACK HOLES 

When I took astronomy, I became very interested in what 
astronomers call ... black holes. The theory is that like at 
a construction site, there are holes in space that look into 
another universe. 
I don't think so. 
I think black holes is Charley Freebee with his zipper down. 
It scares me. 
Because if I ever stop to talk to Charley Freebee, I'm afraid 

I'm going to be sucked into Charley Freebee's black hole. 
Charlie, you have a black hole I'll say. 
What? He'll say. 
You have a, and my knee will be drawn through his zipper, a 
black, and my left shoe will go in, a black hole Charley. 
And Charley will look down and see me being sucked into his 
pants and I'll yell, "your zippe:r, Charley·, it's a black ... ho .. " 
And I'll be gone. 
Into another universe. Which wouldn't be so bad, in fact it 

might be a better universe than this one. 
I just don't want people to think I'm a homosexual. 

--Ron Wallace 





You ask to be known, nudging like 
the hard little acorn knobs underneath my legs. 
I break sticks, the dry 
snapping under grey bark. 
Yellow grass, asking acorns; 
your dry leaf hands, your dry leaf 
pleasures. 
The shadows crisscross their geometry on my skin. 
White fluff of pigeon feather 
hangs on to stiff grass in the breeze. 
The little craters of roots that would not dig deep 
but turned around and came back to catch sun 
are empty cups. 
You came back, too, 
hollow like them, asking for drink. 
Little acorns, little knuckles: 
I cannot give. 

--Mary Ellen Geist 



I stumble groggy into bathroom glare 
porcelain sinks and toilet bowl blaze white 
against cool blue shag. 
Rub my eyes and shake my head to 
find a pigeon from the square, 
spread eagle on the rug, feathers 
scattered from sink pipes to shower stall. 

In the debris of grey down down and bird seed, 
the pigeon waits, wings stretched, eyes straight ahead, 
flat on its back, patient, sunbathing only its stomach laid bare. 

A dainty feast they made of pigeon spleen and gizzard's crop. 
One long cats claw, and sharp teeth dug the innards out 
and spat far the stuffing of fluff and seed. drank the blood and 
wiped their paws clean. Now only the gaping hole needs a 

straight seam. 

--Emily Warn 



IN MICHIGAN 
REMEMBERING LIBERIA 

at breakfast 
my eyes register 
powdered eggs: 
a yellow sunburst and 
coffeecake square r~s~ng 
like a plateau from 
the plate wasteland; 
the panes window 
grey sky, grey snow, grey 
wires holding grey light 
inside, outside beyond 
there is a landscape 
where sunlight chased 
greys away and drew red 
dust alive, i breathed it 
deeply under my fingernails 
and into my clothing, my eyes 
blurred on the hot road 
later i showered it 
into the drain, washing 
off my old clothing, the 
old dust so i could discover 
a sunburst again in daytime in 
darkness when my friends fed me with 
laughter and canned fish that 
stuck in my throat. 

--Jo Bower 



Airlift out of Danang, March 1975 

They were masses of eyes. No faces. 
They moved in a plague straight ahead 
stretching with their hands, 
Moving their legs under them 
even when they couldn't run. 
They stared unattached with white swimming around even the 
pinpoint blacks of their eyes. 
Helter Skelter 
Needed no Sharo1 Tate because after the millionth blind 
fuck with room mate# 1000 on the couch people's parties 
start to look the same. 
We are those who vaguely remember throwing shit bombs 
to say, 
"You're copping out!" 
But the bomb undeniably fell. 
Abbie Hoffman now writes articles for Psychology Today. 
I'm told we are a rational generation. 
Once again interested in success, and there's a book out 
entitled 
"The Concept of Benevolence" 
TIME magazine shows real dead babies on its cover while 
Alice still can't sign his own checks. 
I read books not in places but in spaces in cement and say, 
Jimi Hendrix died for your sins. 

--Karyn Clouse 



I 

~ 



PHARAHAI\.0 S 

On a bus behind me a bum begins a tirade 
He talks to a pair of old lovers. 
The male billows his body shirt and tells him to 
-Shut up. 
-Aw com on buddy 

com on buddy 
D'ya got a light? 
Bum starts to strike the shirt . 
Small ~pen hand pats. 
- D ' y a got a light? 
·D'ya wanna fight? 
Darker sharper looks come from the male . 
The f ~mal e is placid. Eyemakeup. Blue 
Pat. Patpat. The striped body shirt 
The male expands to his full height, 
f a litle under fivefour) 
grabs the bum's hand . 
-Now cut it out . 
The female glances . Mouth tight . 
The bum looks down . 
The bus stops in front of an engineering school. 
The bum brings the bottle out . 
I want a drink. 
My eye comes back from the bum. They enter. 
Two engineering students. 
Slide rules strapped to hips like sixguns . 
Conversation banging back and forth they stand 
clasping straps. 
Neutrinos. 
One is very tall with crooked teeth 
A 1Jlental giant. 
Equations? 
The bum had spotted my eye .. 
The bus and he lurch forward. 
The male smiles at the frozen female 
Even the cigarette is dirty . 



PHARAMAKOS(con't.) 

~Hey, ah, ya got a match? 
I nod, smile, pull out my lighter. 
The hugh engineer speaks. 
-There is no smoking on this bus. 
I flick my lighter on. 
The bum bends over, thinks, pauses, turns 
and looks up and up. 
The bum takes the cagarette from his mouth. 
He has the hugh engineer's eyes. 
-Fuck you. He says clearly. 
The mighty engineer flinches behind his glasses. 
-Can't you read the sign? 
The bum turns back and bends again. 
-I read 'em when they first put 'em up. 
They say Fuck You. 
He didn't say thanks. 
He stumbled to the front of the bus. 
Trying to get off without paying. 

--Randy Knolle 



There Is No One Else 

It's been like this all day-
Heart pounding in the arms of 
Empty phonebooths, 
Waiting, then running 
Not looking back. 

I see your eyes, 
Cross the street, 
But they walk on 
Buttoned to some strange blandness 
Not you. 

Wrong nose but 
Your knee catches the bus at Michigan 

Long brown arms brush by me in a crowd, 
Teasing me, 
Using your name. 

That's why when you do come, 
Holding my shaking body under your tongue 
Like a pear 1, 
I could scream with love at the sight of you. 

--Melissa A. Runge 



Once 

At a picnic 

You laughed when you shouldn't have 

Open mouth a dark pit 

Fat fingers tightening on my arm 

like shoelaces. 

I try to forget 

Outranking the news, 

I try to forget 

But open windows remind 

Our blanket damp grass 

against hot skin 

You are dinner 

Heavy in my stomach. 

--Luanne Rouff 



NOBLE LODGE 

Noble Lodge, where they all sit on the porch 
on Sunday morning 
lighting cigarettes on a hot plate in the wall. 
No one is allowed to have matches. 
Labled emotionally unstable. 
Some have pipes. 
Some have hats. 
Some have jackets. 
It is not cold. 
A truck drives up. 
Listen, of course all the eyes move to it, 
only thing that moves in the pre-church hours. 
Some sit in porch chairs. 
Some stand. 
Some rock back and forth on the rail. 
A young man steps from the truck 
three newspapers under arm 
head down 
closing the truck door 
noone starts. 
Sit. Stand. Rock. 
He has discussed it with friends 
his uneasiness. 
'They probably sit and wait for you just to make faces.' 
Stepping up to the porch delivering the papers 
and a high pitched hello. 
A few turn and smile. 
'I like you hat.' one with a hat says. 
'Yeah .•. ah .•. thanks, I like yours too.' 
Hehurries back to the truck 
lighting a cigarette with a match. 
The one with the hat nods with the same smile 
to the eye-corner of the young man 
who has another stop to make at a residence 
where an egg-eating father of five 
waits for the news before going to mass. 

--Randy Knolle 





New Year's Day-- Or the Day After 

If you had called like any decent person during a normal day, 
after five perhaps for the cheaper rates but well before 

midnight, 
I could've handled it fairly easily. 
If you had called at eight or ten, I would've been thinking 

of someone else, 
busy at little chores, distracted by this day's particular 

worries, 
Hy sister would've gone by, whispering, ''Who is it?" 
and my mother would have been yelling at Tom to clean his room 
before touching that TV. 
I could have talked quietly and coolly and avoided hearing you. 

But now, house is empty, the spaces are dark, and my mind 
is quiet. 

You have taken me from deep, formless sleep, through 
silent hallways, 

to your voice. 
We're not even in the same day, the two of us! 
You, still in that day I thought I'd ended when I fell 

asleep, 
perhaps considered this phone all day as you carried on 

This came in chronological order for you. 
But I am caught between tomorrow and yesterday. 
Your voice comes to me through dark sleep, 
through dark memories, bringing me back to you. 

your work. 

The calm night will not let me laugh or talk quickly. 
We speak softly to each other, trying to understand. 
Shivering in the kitchen with a phone in my hand, 
I wonder why it seems that this year without you 
has suddenly become completely silent. 

--Pat Harrington 



Dream Poem 

The dress was soft to touch 
I smoothed the material with my hands 
It filled and expanded 
as though being inflated by an invisible pump 
Pleased with the dress 
which I had just bought 
I stroked it, imagining myself inside it 
Gradually I came to realize 
that there was a body inside the dress 
The woman 
slight and wan 
began to move under my hands 
She smiled faintly and kissed me 
We rolled softly onto the bed 
breathing in inverse unison 
My hair became tangled with hers 
and I stared into her reflectionless eyes 
I felt her warmth through the fabric 
and pulled her closer 
Moving in gentle opposition 
our bodies rose and fell 
and finally convulsed 
into a wrinkled tangle of cloth 

--Nancy Sulfridge 



Untitled #1 

Suicidal thoughts 
of poets 
lost 
on a death trip 
in search of notoriety 
while living lives 
based 
in anonymity. 
Leaving 
no traces 
of garbage 
in cans 
with translations of 
their mysterious existences 
for amythical critics 
to decipher. 

Images 
of alienated souls 
in phenobarbital bottles 
jumping from bridges 
into gas ovens 
of dissolution. 

Leaving us 
alone 
in the empty chaos. 

--Tom Teske 



Crumpet dregs 

All those female poets 
loved death bitterly. 
Breakfasted on words 
seasoned by sex. 
Their stormy kettles simmering 
not yet whistling for love, 
they wanted none except their own 
to drink for tea. 

Poems cape 

Wrenching poems from memories worn newspaper thin, 
I begin to envy the swordfish's cutting edge, 

the sea anemone's enveloping lust, 
the nimbleness of spiders, 

with which to untangle thoughts from other's lines, 
mountain clutter by Snyder, 
weedy gardens by Roethke, 
sex by Jong. 

Trapped in a maze of echoes 
I gloat over finished treasures 
seeking my glory. 

--Emily Warn 





Dream Lover 

I turn to wood 
Waiting here for you. 
Sun washes me 
Orange-red, 
Bends the bodies of trees 
Through the door, 
Blending my arms 
Into their green hair, 
I ~an't turn around 
But I know you're here. 

You shadow, 
You soft breathing grey, 
Brush my face 
With spider hands 
And spoon me into you. 

--Melissa A. Runge 



As you spoon in 
The morsels, I 
Gorge myself on 
Your stories; making 
Eyes and breathing 
Encouragement. 

You are taken 
In by my deception 
And I bathe in your 
Revealing self portrait, 
Less interesting than 
A concrete ribbon through 
Death Valley: all is as 
It should be, I have you 
Fooled. 

But wait, 
how can you 

Tear yourse 1f 
Away? 
Positive reinforcement is 
My best game and I 
Have to be paid. 

Like all 
Prostitutes, I 
Have my price. 

--Jim Mandrell 



Helen 

The doctor can't prescribe a cure for Helen 
He says there isn't much we can do 
Except feed her only white food 
Like vanilla ice-cream and rice 
Because she says the devil is in colored food. 

And keep scissors and knives away 
Because she cuts things 
Like her hair and dresses 

And move the mirrors out of the room 
So she won't cry because she is old 

She calls for her mother 
Like a lost child 

She won't eat the mashed potatoes I try to feed her 
She bites my hand and licks her dentures 
And she wants my new flowered dress for her own 

I'm not to tell she wets the bed 
And wears diapers 
And screams in the night 

I should be nice 
But I can't stand her 
And she won't die 
Like her mother did 

I'm keeping my dress 
And fixing tomato soup for dinner. 

--Suzanne Farley 



from STILL LIVES 

1. 

My Father 
calls for sunshine 
and rainbows 
much like he calls for dinner. 
Eat what is put before you, 
if you want his love. 
I kill him off 
over and over 
because he left me 
because he makes me cry 
because he tries to analyze me 
because he lau&hs at my poetry. 
We match wills 
in semi-secret. 
He deals in realities 
I in flights of fantasy 
I don't write rainbows, 
but I sign ''with love" 

--Suzanne Farley 

4. 

I am warm 
and red 
and hesitant 
to look anyone on the eye 
Very uncomfortable to be 
with my body 
Wishing I could seep out 
through some enlarged pore 
and move my way 
through molecules 
invisible 
untouchable 
invulnerable 
my skin holds me in 
better than any dam 
I write 
person to paper 
life looking 
better in metaphor 
than in flesh. 





A POEM FOR TWO VOICES 

Sheets tumble before the porthole, a yellow sock, 
falling, white and yellow falling, 

Scrambled eggs! Bozo on a trampoline in a boulder hat, 
yuk yuk yuk 

No,snake shape~, shadows tucked in the wrinkles, 

When you take off your clothes at night 
they find new shapes in the half-light 
craters, canyons and 
beckoning peaks in a mist 
of cosmic dust 
a lunar landscape ... 

Lunar? Loony. 
Will it never stop? Rising to fall, falling to rise, 

See the soft blue und~rwear,the rough green towel, 

The heat blasts them apart-
They're coming alive, tremble with color, 
see how they writhe ... 

But before they were sodden, limp, huddled together and cold, 

Look it says caution: Padded bras, baby pants, nylon and plastic 
may melt, watch carefully! 

Boulder hats don't last long either! 
Hey you'll go cross-eyed, come away, 
sit here and wait awhile- · 
someday your jeans and sheets and shirts 
will unfold themselves from the porthole, 
still warm, colors riotous, wrinkles smoothing, 
pants creasing, towels folding into rectangles. The dryer 
will stop 
but its motion 
will linger in your things, cling to your clothes, 
and you, dipping and spinning will dance 
through blue lunar landscapes ... 

--Cathy Collins 



She is not old, my father's wife, 

the teeth of hell gleam just 

over her shoulder, still 

I say she is not old 

my father's wife. 

Mother come, 

wet your eyes by my arm, 

the world is full of it's own 

dying, and I am afraid. 

I am heavy with her dust, 

her mouth; 

her knees that will not free me. 

Without taking my fingers from her 

throat, I say 

she is not old 

(my father's wife). 

- - .Boa.r:ry. Nel son 



4 a.m. 

People are boxed sturdily off by ones and twos 
in the darkness, having been brought to sleep 
in the rhythm of strident light, careless night 
when as night lumbers slowly on through 
slumber toward morning 
a storm begins to bubble here and there, coming 
to a full boil-- lightning leaping 
into the mouth of the god 
whose belch is a crack across 
sky and tree; 
sleepers fumble to switch on 
ears and eyes, 
the storm urges at them through darkness to the brink 
of the darkness 
within windows, under roofs now suddenly fragile 
of childish symmetry 
in the down-pour down-wind blaze 
of summer storm 
wake summer morn 
to an unperturbed sun 
who yawns good-morgen across steady floorboards. 

--Cathy Collins 





Storm 

I ran with gigantic ghosts 
masquerading as the wind 
I ran towards the little light-house 
past the thirsty tongues 
of Lake Michigan, lapping the pier 
They were clearing my path, 
wrenching the locked gate 
against rough Wlather 

Send the rain to purify me 
from the black hole above 
Drench my head with violent seas 

strangle the boiling sun 
with lashing ropes, 
washing the calm sand away 

Buried under the beach are 
the stench of decomposing fish 
broken white skeletons 
a flat graveyard of posted memories: 
"Here is buried your beloved friends, married 
"Here is buried your beloved friends, loveless 
"Here is buried your beloved friends, "missing in action" 

Bash the concrete with diamond sharp waves 
gnaw the pier like cake roll 
surround me 
protect me 
take me 

--Joe Ferrara 



answer me in a slow manner 
of rhymes 
and watch the sun move 
the shadows 

sing to me in an up and down way 
and watch the moon disappear 
in slices 

ask me in a head-on collision 
and watch me step 
into shadows 
and then make slices of them 
to tie up in ribbons 
and send to you 
special delivery 
years from now 
when the doorbell rings 

--c. Seber 



a child bride 

how verv fortunate 
she is 
to have claimed the man 
who wears his conquests 
as brooches on his cloak. 

she may learn to ignore 
the jeweled favors of other women ... 

how very easy 
she knows 
it is to sever 
the once tender skin 
that lies beneath lust's pins. 

she may disengage 
the fabric captured in those golden clasps ... 

how very keenly 
she watches 
the layered flesh part 
on the sharpened wires 
and knife-faceted stones. 

she has ripped the cloth 
of former passions through the heart and bone. 

- -Helayne Hecht 



Her virginity is restored to her. 
Her black scarf hides her face 
Wrinkled with contempt. 

For him to go so 
Whimpering 
Scrabbling for her hand to cling to 

She wipes her hands covertly on her skirt 
The minister mumbles 
As the coffin is lowered into 
A cold womb for rigid flesh 
That couldn't rise if it wanted to. 

--Carma Park 



THE LAST DANCE 
(from: OBSERVATIONS BASED ON A PAINTING BY MUNCH) 

The royal orchestra began playing its last number 
As I found myself dancing with the lady in a black satin gown 
the tempo picked up and we whirled about 
torches on the wall started burning the tapestry 
Fire spread through the palace 
a column fell 
knocking over a greek statue 
I watched Aphrodite's head hit the floor 
smoke stained the glass windows 
great chandeliers smashed 
against polished marble 
couples fled screaming and bleeding 
But I stayed with my lady 
and danced to her coda: 
So this is the end 
An empty room 

--Brian Donovan 



DOMESTIC BLUES 

I. 

The knife slices 
Through the bread 
And then through your fingers. 
Have a sandwich? you ask. 

II. 

After the doorknob broke 
I was all right for about a year 
Until the beaters in the mixer 
Switched to counter-clockwise. 
Then I left the house 
And you. 

--c. Seber 



THE BLIND HORSE 

A heavy-bellied sky hangs goat-like 
on the useless afternoon. 
The houses shut their eyelids 
the snug ficuses nap 
blanketed in ripe, smelly fumes. 

Frail footsteps then 
are only a deaf drumming 
in my drowsy ears. 
A throbbing wound: 

arm in arm 
two little girls float by 
in a whisper of white lace. 
A broken squash boils out of the cement. 
The horse staggers alone 
in his dark world. 

Cheeks almost touching 
two little girls 
breathe silver threaded words: 
Once he had been white 
but his fur wasted down 
to the color of white people. 

At times raw-footed boys warble nearby 
with rocks peering from between their fingers. 



The thick fumes break 
the tall houses 
shrug their shoulders 
and the rocks jump like frogs 
on the bent-up horse. 

The horse struggles with the air 
his eyes search inward 
and somewhere 
the placid terror of a dead fire. 

Rags of yellowed lace 
time-stained. 

--Frances Albernaz 



Portrait of Irene B. 

A bird flew into the kitchen 
through the window we'd opened 
to let out the smoke from burned toast 
She ran and closed the window 
and held out her hand to the bird 
saying come here, oh sweet, oh 
The bird was frantically crashing 
its blue and gold body 
against the closed window, the walls 
and the ceiling 
Perhaps it was the thought 
of having to sweep up all those feathers 
that did it, but finally 
she let me open the window again 
and shoo the bird out 

She told me once about the Russians 
coming through her town during the war 
First came the pride of the Russian army 
Crack troops, young men from the best famililes 
who coaxed her family up from their sanctuary 
in the cellar, saying come little mother, 
bring your children, don't be afraid 
And then came the endless stream of others 
burning, pillaging and raping 
one girl who held her hand 
the entire time, with a grip so desperately 
strong that she couldn't pull away 
and had to sit beside her as she 
screamed and cried 

In late November we found a butterfly 
in the living room 
She wouldn't let it out, 
convinced that it would live longer 
in the warm house 
Even after the thought had ceased to bother me 
the sound of the butterfly constantly beating 
against the window annoyed me 
and in the morning, after she had gone to work 
I opened the door to the balcony 
carried it out, and watched it fly weakly away 

--Nancy Sulfridge 





exposure 

The insomniac streetlamp 
in your neighbor's backyard 
looks in where I look out 
Old One-eye left behind 
while the strings of electric refugees 
march the highway to Detroit. 
It is too late. 
The light, pushing past, 
skims the waxed wood floor 
and rests in that corner of your room 
that one 
where we buried the moonstream 
before you slept. 

--Debra Wierenga 


